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and most willingly given, for one of the scenes depicted was the
drama at Priesthill.
For many years Mr. Fairbairn was President and later Vice
President of the local Lapraik Burns Club, and it was in 1914 that
through its efforts a cairn was erected on the spot believed to be
the site of Lapraik's own house, long since removed. He was living
in the present Wee Dalfram, still in habitable condition, when the
Re
poem which drew Burns's attention to him was penned.
Tibbie Pagan Mr. Fairbairn wrote : "There is a very full account
of Tibbie in The Contemporaries of Burns, a book I have always
intended to secure, and now it is almost rare. Tibbie suffers from
the same cause as Burns suffers-sensation-mongers who do not
scruple to publish what is more or less untrue, quite forgetting
that Burns and Tibbie lived in different times from ours. I have
heard ministers holding forth in a manner surprising to anyone who
had any knowledge of the customs of bygone days." Here I may
mention that it was through the good offices of the late Mr. Dugald
Baird of Kaimshill, then manager of Muirkirk Ironworks, that the
monuments at Tibbie's Brig and at Macadam's Kilns were erected.
Mr. Fairbairn's interests were legion.
For example, the
Muirkirk Pipe Band came into being largely through his efforts ,
and was fully equipped with kilts as well as with drums and pipes,
on which he was no mean performer himself. On more than one
occasion he did some research into ancient pipe music.
Hi s
knowledge of geology was more extensive than most were aware of,
especially of local stratification and the effect of the Ice Age on the
contours. He was an expert on grouse and on heather diseases,
and his help and advice on these subjects were sought from afar and
given willingly. It may not be generally known that he was invited
by Dr. Wilson to join Captain Scott's famous expedition to the
South Pole, that gallant effort which ended so tragically. He
would have gone as naturalist, but much as this prospect appealed
to him he felt that his duty to his mother and sister came first,
and thus he had to decline the tempting invitation. Among his
friends he counted Lady Broun-Lindsay, F.S.A. (Scot.), Mr. A. 0.
Curle, Mr. Graham Callander, Professor Gordon Childe, and
innumerable others in every walk of life.
Towards the end of his days Mr. Fairbairn was unable to do
much archaeological work owing to the poor health of his sister
and the war-time difficulty of obtaining adequate help. But it
was impossible for him to retire, and to the end he had his favourite
pony, then pensioned off, and an old gun dog. He died on 5th
February, 1945, surviving his sister by only a few days, and by
his passing he left the world a poorer place.
I should like to record my indebtedness to Mr. A. G. McLeod,
M.A., F.S.A. (Scot.}, of Darvel, for his help in collating some of
the material for this little tribute to Mr. Fairbairn's memory.

The Herring and other Fish of the
Clyde Estuary
JoHN McCRINDLE
Of all the edible fish that are found round the British Isle none
are of such · importance as the herring, giving employment as it
does to large numbers of fishermen, boat builders, net manufac�urers,
curers and box makers besides countless numbers employed directly
and indirectly in handling the fish. It may interest you to know
that during the past year in the Clyde and Kilbrannan Sound
area 525,000 cwt. of herring were caught at a gross value of £192,000.
Speaking as a fisherman, I am to tell you somet� ng about them,
and the area I am speaking of is the Clyde and Kilbrannan Sound
area.
Authorities disagree about the age at which the herring become
mature and to show how diverse their opinion may be I will quote
two extracts from books, one being written by a scientist whom,
under the circumstances, it would be unfair to name. " Herring
both male and female appear to attain the mature condition and to
reproduce for the first time when the age is five years."
The other says "· According to some writers, seven years are
required for the h;rring to arrive at its full growth," but knowing
as we do that fish grow at an exceedingly rapid rate and that fish
mature long before they are full po:'711 we may, I_ think, reason3:bly
infer that herring arrive at maturity m a comparatively short period,
I believe within twelve months.
The law of evolution however has decreed that where
reproduction occurs in such vast numbers maturity begins early
and that where there is an excessively heavy wastage, there must
in consequence be an early reproduction and that where the CY_cle
is an annual one as it is in our area then there can be no reproduction
within that cycle. Let me clear up a much-discussed question
by saying that no spawning takes pl3:ce in o� area unless in
individual cases (if any at all) save the sprmg spawmng on Ballantrae
Banks and to a very much lesser degree, in isolated cases only
I believe, at Brownhead on the extreme west coast of Arran.
The life story can be sketched in a sentence or two. The mature
fish begin to arrive on the spawning �rounds ?ff B3:llantr3:e about
the beginning of February and spawmng contmues mtermit�ently,
generally speaking, till the end of March though occas10nally
it may continue to drag out into April.
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The number of eggs deposited by the herring is estimated at
30,000 and the period of incubation according to the temperature
of the water is about thirty days. The eggs are deposited on the
sea floor and are firmly fixed on stones, gravel, seaweed, or anything
lying on the bottom where the spawn is being laid.

I would not care to say this occurs every year as it is well known
that herring are very much affected by feeding conditions and
certain years I have scarcely seen a maturing two-year-old herring.
I t is fairly obvious, under these circumstances, that all herring
reproduce themselves when three years old.

When hatched out the fry seem to hang round the vicinity
of the spawning beds moving slowly northward along the Ayrshire
coast and Kilbrannan Sound and the rate of growth can be noted
by the fact that when they pass Dunure during the months of July
and August they are about one or one and one quarter inches long
and it is a common occurrence with in-blowing winds to see them
washed ashore in countless thousands.
These sile, or fry as they are now called, make their way into the
sheltered waters of the upper reaches of the various arms of the
Clyde and Loch Fyne and obeying the natural law return to a very
considerable extent to the vicinity of the spawning banks at
Ballantrae when one year old and are by this time three or four
inches in length. Having obeyed the natural law that leads them
there, though immature, they again work their way north as before
and have completed the annual cycle that dominates their whole
life.
Interested as I have been in natural history, I had an interesting
experience that throws some definite light on the vexed question
of Avhat age a herring is when it becomes mature. Directly after
the beginning of 1917 we were fishing on an eye of two-year-old
herring in the Kyles of Bute and I had countless opportunities
of trying to solve the question. For weeks I gutted dozens of these
two-year-old fish and found that just about exactly thirty three
and one third per cent were showing definite signs of spawning,
with slightly larger numbers of males than females.
It was interesting to note that early in the year the maturing
herring were fairly evenly distributed among the shoal which
extended from Colintraive to mid-channel at the entrance to Loch
Striven yet as it came nearer the time when the maturing fish
must go to Ballantrae they moved to the extreme south end of the
shoal showing the working of the natural urge that drew them as
a magnet to the fulfilment of their destiny. This was easily proved
by the fact that before the maturing herring left the shoal entirely
on the north end of the herring there was scarcely one mature
fish, while on the extreme south end practically all were becoming
fairly ripe, till they took their departure leaving immature herring
only which in turn moved south on the tail end of the matured
fish.

I read a report lately that a discovery of great importance
to the herring fishing industry had been made, claiming that it
was " foul brood " that caused the lean years in the industry.
Speaking as a fisherman and speaking now to the scientists,
if any are listening, I want to tell you why I think we have lean
years. I say again I have watched the fish carefulty and I find that
the herring arrive on B&Uantrae Banks in groups, generally the
older fish first. When their time comes the spawn is deposited
on a particular portion of the ground and the spent fish move off.
Another group may and does deposit its spawn in the vicinity
of or, I am quite convinced, on the top of the spawn already deposited
and this continues till the whole of the spawn deposited covers a
very small area indeed and I cannot but feel that the spawn underneath, deposited by the first arrivals, is wholly lost.
As a proof of this one morning in March 1928 on arriving at
the spawning banks at Ballantrae we saw a sight unequalled in the
memory of the oldest fisherman there of two square miles of the
sea in from sixty to seventy feet of water the colour of weak milk
caused by a huge deposit of the male sperm that had been deposited
during the night time. I t is useless trying even to conjecture
the numbers of eggs deposited that night, but this deposit of eggs
has flooded the area I speak of with herring ever since.
This is a case in point of the herring finding circumstances
to their liking for spawning purposes and while they were no more
plentiful than they usually are the result has been vastly different.
In case mj^ listeners wonder at me saying the herring found the
circumstances to their liking I may say they can retard spawning
for some time if tides and conditions are unsuitable.
In this case the spawn was scattered over a very considerable
area, no overcrowding taking place, and the result was entirely
satisfactory as far as hatching was concerned.
I have no doubt at all in my own mind about this and I pass
the opinion to the scientist as the result of careful watching what
goes on on the spawning grounds.
If I have said the fishing has been prosperous for the past two
years I pass on the opinion that the coming two or three years
will be much less prosperous, but time does not permit me to explain
whj' I think so.
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W i l l you come with me for a trip to the fishing in a boat with
her neighbour boat proceeding to sea. I f we are fishing for feeding
herring, that is herring feeding on the plankton that is sometimes
very plentiful in the F i r t h , then this work is best done in the heat
of a hot summer afternoon when it is fairly pleasant.
I f we are ringing gannets, that is, setting the net round a spot
where a gannet has dived, then this also is done in daylight, but
if it be we are fishing on herring illuminating the water by being
disturbed by the noise or vibration of the waters caused by the
boat or feeling by wire for herring in the water then this is a more
serious job being done as it is during night time and in very stormy
weather as a general rule.
When herring are located by either of these methods, one of
the seine or trawl nets (the only method in use in the area to-day)
is set in a semi-circle round the place.
A float with an electric light is attached to the end of the net
set, and is picked up by the crew of the neighbouring boat and is
towed round to meet the boat having set the net, completing the
circle and shutting the herring inside the net. The crew of the boat
that have not set their net cross into the other boat except two who
are left to tow the net to hold it in position and if fish are caught
the boats are laid alongside each other with the herring in the net
between the boats and the fish are basketed into the boats never
being touched by hand in doing so.
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is just as harmless as the other is destructive. I t is very rarely
that any of this family who are compelled to come to the surface
to breathe swim through the nets as you would expect them to do.
They are easily drowned i f they are held head down in the water,
while it is most amusing to listen to their moaning when taken
into the boat alive. Y o u understand of course they are mammalia,
warm blooded of course and suckle their young. Their flesh is graded
very high in nutrition and when cut, though very dark in colour,
is very nice looking and is said to be very good to eat.
The Basking Shark or Sail Fish is so called from the habit the
fish has of swimming lazily along the surface showing the fin shaped
exactty like a small mainsail above the surface of the water. I t
attains a huge size at least 40 ft. in some cases and swims with its
mouth wide open catching the small fry on which it feeds. I t is
interesting to see the vibration of the gills as the volume of water
enters the mouth and passes through them, the gills acting as a
sieve to catch the matter on which they feed. I shall not readily
forget a splendid look I had almost down its very throat.

Cod fishing is the next most prolific source of income and the
method of capture is by the long line and cod net. Pollock or
saithe are caught by these methods also.

As I said it is lazy and sluggish and we amuse ourselves by
starting the engine full speed ahead and ramming the fish as it
is on the surface. This particular fish was swimming straight
to meet us and I still remember starting back where I stood at the
bow of the boat as I looked into that huge mouth, I am absolutely
sure a man sitting in a small rowing boat could have entered it.
We struck it fair on the centre of the upper jaw and rumbled over
it, I don't suppose we harmed it much though I once saw our
propeller rip one open.

Skate, eels, flounders, plaice, whitings, codling and haddock
are also caught with crabs and lobsters.

I n spite of its mouth, its throat is very narrow and it has in
consequence a poor swallowing capacity.

Dog fish and devil fish or angler the latter called monk are sold
but be he monk or be he nun I ' d eat my crust bare ere I tackle him.

We occasionally
in our trawl. This
mouth and teeth.
in all, the last time
of Glasgow as the
the F i r t h of Clyde.

I n passing it may not be outwith the scope of this paper to add
a small list of other fish seen and caught. Whales which follow
the shoals of herring are fairly common and five or six or even
more may be seen in one day i f in touch with an eye of herring.
The dolphin is seen in hundreds and makes fearful havoc among
a fleet of drift nets. Swimming along the nets as they do with their
pointed pig-Hke snouts they can pick the nets absolutely clean
of herring and you can easUy understand i f the herring are caught
foul in the nets they destroy them badly, while the smaller porpoise

get a shark about thirteen feet in length
is a vicious looking beast with the real shark
The Thrasher Shark I have seen three times
being accepted by the Natural History Society
first authentic thrasher shark ever caught in

I t is about 8 or 9 feet in length but has a tail 7 feet long. The
tail curves scimitar shaped up from the end of a rather dumpy
body and is keen and sharp on both sides. We got this last fish
mixed up in our herring trawl and put a rope round it at the base
of the tail to attach our halyards to set it up the mast to clear away
our net which was badly torn. I shall never forget that tail as it
swept through the air and i f the sword of the Lord and of Gideon
is half so dangerous looking than he is a wise man who keeps out
13
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of the circle of its endeavour. I managed after some time to cut
the tail off and the skeleton minus the tail lies somewhere three miles
N.W. from Lady Isle, while I dumped the tail i n A y r harbour.

Directly signs are seen of herring in the water the men seeing
them set their net in the form of a horse shoe or crescent round the
place. A float is dropped attached to the end of the net in daytime
and with an added hght at night time and the neighbour boat
catches this end of the net and tows it round to meet the boat
setting the net. The boats are steered together and the men pass
into the boat that has set her net, leaving one or at most two to
tow the boat to hold a certain amount of strain to hold the net
in position.

The small ground shark three feet in length is far more common.
I t is worthy of comment that though any of the amphibious animals
do happen to be caught in the net and tear it it does no further
harm but i f any of the sharks catch in the net it rots for a considerable distance round the hole and no preservative we know
is of any avail against this. A mucous substance attaches itself
to the net from the skin having a disgusting smell and wherever
this touches the net rots.
The methods of catching vary, but because the herring are most
important, we may examine the methods used to catch them first.
Five and twenty years ago it might be said that the only system
for catching herring was by drift nets. The name implies the method
as this was a series of nets from 15 to 18 score of meshes deep and
sixty yards in length attached to each other forming as it were
one huge net. These nets are fixed to a main rope or balk rope
so called. They were floated at the desired depths by bladders
or floats of some kiad attached by a cord to this balk rope and the
nets were set out of the boat in a.straight line.
I t can be easily seen that a considerable amount of luck attached
itself to this method as while a man might use his judgement to
choose a likely place to set his nets he was always at the mercy
of contrary tides, etc.
The net hung like a huge screen or wall in the water and each
herring was caught individually. I t is pecuUar that a fish cannot
turn when pushing against the net but wTiggles straight ahead
working the net nearer and ever nearer the gills till the mesh slips
over and it is held fast. I f the mesh is too small to allow the head
to enter the fish dies from exhaustion and falls away from the net.
This method entails handling almost every individual fish caught.
I t does not require a great amount of skill to use drift nets.
The method now in use that has practically superseded the
drift net is the herring trawl so extensively used to-day and regarding
which there has been ceaseless controversy about its use. This
net may be anything from 300 to 350 yards in length but is set
up to keep it in proper shape to a length of 200 yards. I t may be
from 45 to 55 score meshes deep and takes top and bottom of the
water in 120 feet. I t is heavily leaded on the sole or under rope
to sink it quickly and it is as heavily corked on the upper side
to keep it afloat. The net is worked by a pair of boats with 8 or
10 men, each boat having a net.

I t is a dangerous job passing and repassing from the boats on
a dark stormy night and occasionally one tumbles into the sea.
The net is hauled in and if lucky the fish are worked into a strong
place in the centre of the net. The boats now change position
each one taking a side of the net. The herring are now lymg loose
between the boats and are basketed into the boat alive, never
being touched by hand.
I t can be easily imagined by those who have seen the delicate
fabric of a herring net that it must be a neat job to work up an
excessive quantity of herring without bursting the net, yet I have
seen thirty tons caught and taken into the boats in two hours,
but I have unfortunately seen both net and herring lost when fish
were too plentiful. A pertinent question to ask. How many herring
have I seen in a net ? Well I ' v e seen hundreds of tons.
As I said already, there is ceaseless argument about the better
method. The drifter claims that he catches herring of a uniform
mature size and this is true. He claims the trawler catches lots
of immature herring and this is true also. He argues the trawler
puts an irregular supply on the market upsetting the equilibrium
and this is true also.
The trawler argues that while the drifter does catch herring of
a certain quahty there never can be a correct estimate given of
the countless numbers of fish that die and fall away from the net,
beside those eaten by dog fish, etc.
This, he says, more than counterbalances any loss caused by
him catching immature fish in his trawl. He also argues that the
excessive quantities sometimes caught by him enable the fish
to be sold cheaply giving the consumer a chance once in a while
of cheap fish and when everything else fails he quotes Scriptures
(sometimes not too sound an argument) that it was a trawl Peter
used in the Sea of GaHlee. I add no comment save this, that while
the general public who know nothing of the case are against the
herring trawl, it is rapidly extending its range among practical
men.
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I t is an intricate and difficult net to work successfully, and
lots of the men never seem to get a real grip : I wouldn't care
to say but that the men of Dimure are making a more successful
job of the trawl than most folks.
I know you want to ask me how we know where the herring
are and where to set our nets. Well, that doesn't trouble you
half so much as it troubles me many a time but a few hints may
help you to see as it were.
I am writing this in the boat at Ardlamont Point famous or
infamous for the Monson-Hamborough case when the men are
turned in sleeping and we are in touch with herring here. The
shoal is accompanied by a lot of whales and hundreds of dolphins.
These, of course, must come to the surface to breathe and,
as they are feeding on the herring shoal, this makes a good basis
to work from. As I said already at this time of the year the herring
are moving and we can make a fairly accurate guess that if they
move they will go in that direction. The whales and the dolphins
go with them so we keep in touch with them.
This is, as I said, a good basis to work from but is still only of
general service, as to be any use the herring must be enclosed in
a circle of 200 yards. This narrowing down may be brought about
by seeing the herring " pulling up " as we say. That means that
thousands of tiny air bells rise from the herring breathing under
the water sometimes being heard like the fizz of ginger beer.
On two occasions I have seen a thick vapour rising from the water
from these bells when they burst on the surface and visible from our
boat like a thick haze a quarter of a mile away. Again we can smell
the herring in the water. This is not, of course, much use to us
as it may be carried by the wind for some distance, but lets us
know we are in the locality of the fish, but I have known a good
catch got on a dark stormy night by men working up to the windward zig-zagging across this smell and setting their net just when
they lost it. Y o u see the connection, of course, between the vapour
I spoke of and the smell.
Funny, isn't i t , but true, and I have distinctly smelt herring
standing at Dunure Mains with the wind blowing in from the sea.
I could see on the water where the herring were and they were
at least three quarters of a mile away. The most successful method
is, of course, to see them or, in the dark, hear them jump from the
water as they often do, " playing " as we say, or to see them with
the fire (phosphorus) in the water.
,
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Gannets diving are also a good guide and a fisherman can tell
at once by the angle he strikes at whether he is diving on mackerel
or herring.
Cod, next in value, are caught by great line or nets set along
the bottom for the purpose. The line may be of any length desired
with a hook attached by a finer string to the main line from every
12 to 20 feet. Miles of these lines are set but the system is not
much in use save at Girvan. This fine catches cod, ling, eels and
skate with possibly a rare halibut or turbot and, of course, lots
of dogfish.
I have never known the dolphin or porpoise to take
a baited hook. The same system of lines with finer hooks attached
to the main line by pleated horse hair is used to catch whitings,
haddock, codling and flounders.
Cod nets are used pretty much the same as drift nets are with
wider meshes of course but are sunk to the bottom and held in
position with small bags of sand or single stones on the sole or
bottom rope and by corks or glass balls on the upper rope. The
net may be from 12 to 18 meshes deep with a mesh of from 7 to
9 inches. The cod swimming along the bottom on the spawning
ground runs against and becomes entangled in the net.
This method is intensively in use at Girvan and almost exclusively
at Ballantrae, m fact these days, save for this method of fishing,
there is little done at Ballantrae.
Flounders, plaice, dabs, soles, turbot and skate are caught
by otter nets with occasional cod, ling, eels, etc.
Up to twenty-five years ago trawling in the F i r t h for these
was done by beam trawl. This was a bag net held in position
by a long beam of wood say 2 J or 3 feet off the bottom by irons
on either end sliding or rather being dragged along the bottom.
This has given way entirely to the otter net. This has a bag net
very much the same with wing net attached which in turn is fixed
to heavily weighted boards held at a given angle by the method
of fixing the ropes to these boards. When the boat sails or steams
ahead the boards spread out on either side taking in a portion
of the sea bottom between these boards. The wing net then gathers
the fish into the bag. The method of catching haddocks and whitings
by line, however, as far as I can see, will never be improved on.
When I started work some thirty years ago, line fishing in small
open rowing boats was practically the sole means of earning a
living. This entailed rising about two o'clock in the morning
and sailing or rowing our boats to the fishing ground. I f in any
Avay stormy it meant that we were wet to the skin from the time
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we left home till we arrived home about ten. I t may not be out
of place here to say that I attended the evening school three nights
m the week, so you can see I was not sleeping much always hoping
Micawber-like that something might turn up. I kept on doing
this till thirty-three years of age (not so awfully long ago) and was
gettmg a wee bit ashamed going among the boys, but I could go
back yet.

B i r d s of A i l s a C r a i g
JOHN
T H E

MCCBINDLE
GUILLEMOT.

The Common GuOlemot (Uria Triole) or, as it is commonly called
in the F i r t h of Clyde, Ailsa Cock, is next to the gannet the most
numerous of the birds breeding on Ailsa Craig. I t is known over
vast areas, breeding extensively m the Faroes, in Iceland and along
the greater part of the Northern European coast-line ; it breeds
extensively on the American coast-line also.
I t is claimed by some that there are two distinct species, the
Common and the Brindled Guillemot ; but in all my experience
of the bird I have never been able to separate them, as it seems
to me the so-called brindled guillemot is younger only and has
not yet fuUy acquired the more mature plumage of the older birds,
which in some cases becomes very dark over the back, head and
throat.
This plumage can be fairly accurately described as a
sooty black, while the under parts are a spotless white. The
bill, which is very pointed and can give a very serious bite, is
black and the legs and feet are smoke-coloured.
The guillemot is resident in the Firth of Clyde over the whole
year, and while it is very powerful on the wing it spends a very
considerable part of its life swimming on the surface.
When
in search of food it flies under water and reaches very considerable
depths in doing so, as birds are found drowned in nets set on the
bottom in up to one hundred and eighty feet of water.

The bird is suffering very severely from the effects of crude oil
and tar disposed of by steamers, and although there is an international law prohibiting the pumping of crude oil or any such
substance near the land, there is no diminution of the trouble so
far as one can judge.
I have been often asked what was the
meaning of the white streaks one sees on the surface when a light
Avind makes the surface of the sea dark, or why dark strips are seen
when the sea is calm. I n both cases this is caused by tide waves
that have gathered oil and dirt together.
For the sea is ever
cleanly and casts her dirt ashore ultimately ; and as the tides have
gathered the dirt together, so they convey the animalculae which
are at the mercy of the current into these streaks also.

Every fisherman knows that where this feeding is the fishes, too,
will congregate ; and when the fish are there it follows the birds
will also be. Our guillemot, which feeds to a great extent
on small herring, is attracted with the others, but, as he
swims on the surface here and there among the dirt, one can
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